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Executive Overview 
 

The objective is to boost profits by optimizing operations, finding lost money, or retaining profitable customers. If revenue 
assurance is telecom’s back office slugger, then xMedDy is the pitcher hurling usage data to upstream OSS players like billing 
g, service assurance, market analysis, and traffic management. Before, mediation’s mission was as simple as getting the ball 
over the plate: create call detail records (CDRs) from voice switches and distribute them to billing in batch processing mode. 
But today, throwing strikes isn’t enough – the sophistication of telecom services and interconnect arrangements is forcing 
mediation to play with greater intensity and skill. So mediation vendors have added a number of new pitches to their 
repertoire – features like real‐time subscriber authentication, revenue assurance checking, large‐ volume processing, plus an 
assortment of IP usage fastballs and sliders. 

 
Introduction 

iAcuity Telco Solution provides mediation solution that shall be able to collect usage events from different network elements 
of GSM, CDMA, PSTN, Broadband and other NGN networks for Voice, and associated VAS network elements SMS, MMS, internet, 
data from MSC, WAP, SGSN, GGSN, Location based services application server, GMLC, UMTS and 3GPP on the same Platform. 
This document is focused on flexibility and configurability with the goal to set‐up a completely convergent infrastructure. 
iAcuity Telco Solution xMedDy is a convergent mediation device for acquiring service usage from any type of network 
elements. xMedDy acquires the data based on the configuration of time intervals or event based frequency for collection of 
data from various external systems, which goes through various processing modules of mediation system to be finally handed 
over to the downstream applications as per the requirement. 

 
The product structure is based on basic modules (that are able to work in parallel to increase system throughput) that create 
a processing "chain" integrated with the middleware. This gives the application linear scalability, so that the application can 
process millions of CDRs in a day. 

 
The system and its configuration can be fully controlled through a WEB based interface integrated with the system as a 
whole through J2EE compatible application servers. 

 
In its biggest deployment, xMedDy collects and processes from more than 600+ NEs of various technologies with over a 
Billion CDRs/ day and processes the CDRs to provide data to the downstream applications. The main modules composing 
xMedDy are: 

 
• Connection manager 
• Acquisition 
• Normalization 
• Duplicate check 
• Data Stitching 
• Block Edit 
• Filtering 
• Output Management 
• Reporting Module 
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MedDy Login Screen 
 
 

Why xMedDy 

The market for revenue assurance and advanced mediation solutions is in high gear as telecommunications carriers struggle to 
solve tough operational problems and earn a fast ROI. It’s actually an umbrella term that covers a host of best practices. Stripped 
to its core, it boils down to three things: 

• Auditing operations; 
• Creating OSS feedback and detection mechanisms; and, 
• Efficiently correcting problems across functions such as ordering, provisioning, collections, customer care, and 

billing. 

With the enormous revenue assurance and mediation challenges Telco’s face, it should be no surprise that dozens of consulting 
and software firms have emerged to lend a helping hand. At some carriers, xMedDy acts as an enterprise‐wide “usage central” ‐ 
actively managing usage records as they flow from switches, intelligent network devices, and third party partners. Smarter 
xMedDy is especially key to mobile operators as they access third‐party content ‐‐ be it sports scores, horoscopes, or bullets in 
an online game. In short, mediation performs the “behind the curtain” grunt work enabling new services such as wireless data 
content and Voice over IP. These next generation services rely on mediation to account for third party content payments and 
correlate usage data from numerous network devices. 

 
As a result, telecommunications companies face some significant operational problems, for instance: 

 
• They have billing systems that can crank out millions of invoices but can’t reconcile what’s billed with what’s 

provisioned. 
• They own provisioning systems that can rapidly deploy services but can’t query the switches to verify inventory 

accuracy. 
• And they have xMedDy systems that mediate billions of records a day but can't correlate usage events across 

multiple network elements and content providers. 
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Features in Glance 
 

As customers demand more complex services, these services become more challenging to implement and process. 
 

• Convergent xMedDy consolidates billing mediation to a single, enterprise‐wide product ‐ reducing hardware costs, 
simplifying configuration and administration, and enabling the complex mediation required for new data, content, and 
multimedia services. 

• The service is reliably and cost‐effectively collects, correlates, filters, and enriches events generated by any service 
on any range of networks. And it does so with unrivaled performance and scale. 

• mediate events 
• analyze/correlate those events instantly 
• rate in real‐time (if billing or charging is involved) 
• provision things in near real‐time 
• xMedDy usage events are never lost due to latency or downtime. 
• Convergent xMedDy is a single, highly configurable software solution that consolidates the billing mediation. 
• Convergent xMedDy will enable the company to rapidly deploy new technology, services, and pricing plans. 
• xMedDy remains simple and flexible, enabling service providers to deploy and manage services quickly and with 

pricing plans that maximize market penetration and average revenue per user. 
• Convergent xMedDy eliminates that concern with proven, unparalleled performance and support that allows 

seamless migration as you upgrade from legacy to next‐generation network architectures. The company will be 
able to maintain service levels and profitability. 

xMedDy Technology 

xMedDy, which provides world‐class Mediation functionality for heterogeneous network elements and various downstream 
applications like Billing, Interconnect billing, Revenue Assurance, and Fraud Management systems. The benchmarking was 
conducted at iAcuity Telco Solution’s world‐class test bed, which has simulation capabilities for a 10 million subscriber base. 
The tests were executed on two IBM Quad CPU series 570 servers with 16GB RAM each with configurations for 5+ million 
subscribers and services for PSTN, GSM (SMS, Content & Voice), and CDMA with variable billing data. The CDRs processed for 
interconnect billing included test data from varied network elements like Fetex, Huawei MSC, Nortel MSC, Alcatel OCB, Siemens 
EWSD, Ericsson AXE, Lucent 5ESS, and Comverse SMSC. The converted CDR streams were served from iAcuity Telco Solution’s 
Convergent Mediation platform. 

 
iAcuity Telco Solution’s xMedDy is a flexible and convergent mediation solution that enables service providers to consolidate 
their business processes reduce total cost of ownership and ensure customer delight. It delivers advanced service management 
capabilities, bridging the gap between multiple billing systems and can be customized to fit varied businesses like fixed, wireless, 
Internet and others. A proven mediation solution, xMedDy combines advanced functionality with an open and modular 
architecture for seamless integration. 

Convergent xMedDy Architecture 

Following diagram depicts the architecture of the convergent xMedDy system highlighting the application flow. 
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Architecture of Convergent xMedDy System 

 
 

 

 

xMedDy Integration 

MedDy Welcome Page 

 

This section provides detailed description about individual modules of mediation product. The product is future ready and 
designed to work with any network technology and vendor. The key strength of the product is its configurable rule based 
engine. Any network or service expansion can be configured very quickly, without any development lead‐time. 

Modules 

Connection Management 

The Connection Manager helps in polling different kind of data from different sources. Data type and source can be as follows 
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• Call Detail Records from switches or Network Element provided Mediation Server 
• OMC logs from switches 
• Voucher Data for prepaid subscriber from Voucher Management System 
• IN prepaid data from IN switches 
• SS7 Data from Switches 
• GPRS data from SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node) and GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node) 
• MMS data from MMSC (Multimedia Messaging Service Center) 
• SMS from SMSC (Short Message Service Center) 
• Radius / Diameter based AAA server 
• Other data like Subscriber Details, Billing Details from Billing Server, TAP‐IN and TAP‐OUT data (for roaming 

CDRs) 

The Connection Manager has a scheduler, which is scheduled at regular intervals or based on the event frequency for polling 
the data from varied location and storing it at required location. 

 
The scheduler is a highly flexible scheduler, allowing the user to configure and specify when xMedDy System does system 
functions (collection, processing and distribution). It supports user‐configurable job scheduling, both time and event driven 
based. Some of the parameters used for configuration in case of IP based connection are: ‐ 

• IP address of data source 
• Access Credentials User Id and password 
• Path of data 
• Schedule interval 
• File pattern e.g.‐ .doc, .dat, .xls, .txt, etc) 
• Destination IP address 
• Access credentials of the Destination machine 

Once the scheduler is configured, through the User Interface, it gets implemented and ready for connection for further 
processing. 

 
The data collection module is capable of collecting data using various network protocols including but not limited to 

 
• x.25 
• CMISE over TCP/IP 
• FTAM over TCP/IP 
• FTP over TCP/IP 
• SS7 
• Any other storage device like tapes, cartridges etc 

 
Data Collection 

The Acquisition module enables the user to define and configure the parameters in order to acquire data for further 
actions. Setting the parameters enables the user to define the data sources from which the system gathers information. 
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MedDy Acquisition List Screen 
 
 
 

 

MedDy New Acquisition Screen 
 
 
 

 

MedDy Modify Acquisition Screen 

The Acquisition Module can be configured to read the following supported input data formats: 
 

• Fixed and variable format ASCII 
• Fixed & variable format Binary 
• ASN.1 
• XML 
• IPDR 
• Radius / Diameter logs 
• Mail log 
• Http log 
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• LDAP 
• OMC logs etc. 

 
Data Conversion 

For understanding the acquired data, the data is converted to ASCII format. 
 

 
MedDy Adaptor 

 
 
 
 

MedDy New Adaptor 
 
 
 

MedDy Detailed Adaptor List 
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Some key parameters that can be configured are: 
 

• Format name: name assigned to identify the data source in the system; 
• Validity interval: the period of time when the data source is considered valid and so the input 

path scans must be done; 

• Path: where the files we want to process are physically located. 
• Polling period among two sequential path scans. 
• Sequential check flag: pointing the need to make a sequential check on the coming file; 
• Waiting interval of the sequential file (only when the sequential scan mode is active). 
• Conversion Adaptor: Depending on the switch vendor required conversion adaptor should be 
selected. 

 
xMedDy Easy Integration 

Normalization 

The normalization module aims to convert the heterogeneous, native records into a unique, homogeneous, 
normalized record format. For each native format defined on the system, a set of normalization rules can be 
specified in order to specify how the normalized record has to be constructed: the normalization rules can be 
modified during the system life: this is useful, for example, when, to cope with a modified situation, it is 
necessary to add new fields to the normalized record format. 

 
 

 

MedDy Normalization Rules List Screen 
 

 
 

MedDy New Normalization Rules Screen 
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For each field in the normalized record are defined as many rules as are the native formats defined in the 
system. Each rule is defined as an expression in the SQL like language where can be used constants (either 
numbers or strings), the set of available functions, the referenced fields of the native record using their name 
as it is defined in the system. Once the record has been normalized, it is possible to send this record to the other 
modules for further processing. 

 
Duplicate check 

Some of the converted/extracted data have duplicate records. This might cause discrepancy in processing 
the data. Duplicate Check removes duplicate data. For removal of duplicate certain rules are pre‐ defined which 
can be configurable through the user interface. 

 

 

MedDy New Duplicate Check Screen 

 
Report for highlighting the duplicates record can be generated and log file for checking number of 
duplicate records identified in a particular file can be maintained. 

Data Stitching 

It is possible to merge a number of input records from a single source or multiple sources into a single event. 
It is possible for the user to define rule‐based criteria to match together and combine related records into a 
single billable event. Data Stitching helps in merging split records into one single record. After the data stitching 
process Data Stitched report is generated and the mediated data is stored for further use. 

 
Filtering 

Mediation module provides filtering capability. This ascertains that data records, which meet certain 
criteria, are filtered out. Filtering Module is able to filter out the data with the help of suitable logic. The 
data filtered out by the system gets stored in a separate file designated for storing filtered data. 
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xMedDy New Filtration Screen 
 

Filtered Data Report is generated to highlight the number of records handed selected as per the filtration 
criteria. This is an important module to route the different sets of data to different downstream applications 
for e.g., MOC calls to Retail Billing, Inter‐operator calls to interconnect billing and significant calls to Fraud 
Management system. 

 
 

Output Management 

Output Management is one of the important requirements of the xMedDy system where input CDR stream or 
filtration stream is directed to various downstream applications. Some of the downstream application can take input 
data directly from DB‐table through DB API’s, for other applications input will be ASCII flat file with a predefined file 
structure. 

 

 
MedDy New Output Management Screen 
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MedDy View Output Management Screen 

Output Management is able to direct data to both DB‐Table and to flat file as per the user configuration. It is up 
to the user to point output stream to DB‐tables, flat files or both. Configuration of output stream to DB‐tables 
involves specifying the DB‐table name and mapping of fields from the CDR data file to output DB‐table fields. 
Field mapping is an essential part of DB‐Table output stream configuration, here gets configured input/filtration 
stream details, original field name, output DB‐ Table field name where data has to be stored. User is able to direct 
different switch technology CDR data into same DB‐ Table, here using field mapping configuration a field present 
which is present in different position in different switch technology can be mapped to same DB‐Table field name. 
This feature is required when user wants to maintain a single DB‐ Table output for a downstream application. 
Output stream configured to flat file contains the facility to configure output file path, filename building logic 
(prefix, date time stamp, sequence number, suffix), maximum number of records that can be stored in a 
single file. User is able to configure flat file output format where in it can be fixed format or field delimited with 
a set of options for field delimiters. Audit of number of CDR data written onto flat file or DB‐table output stream 
gets maintained as report. 

 

 
Reporting Management 

Various Reports shall be generated from the xMedDy application off‐the shelf to ensure data integrity 
and collection integrity between the network elements and the BSS applications. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MedDy Report Generator Screen 
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Some of the key reports are as follows: 
 

• Data Collection Report – NE wise, Daily, Monthly 
• Data Integrity Report – Matrix containing Number of CDRs collected, converted, processed, 

errors, duplication removed, filtered and submitted to different downstream applications daily and 
monthly 

• Configurable File Continuity Report 
• Configurable Data Continuity Report 

 

 
MedDy Report Viewer 

 
 

Adaptors  

iAcuity Telco 

Adaptors 

IAcuity Telco Solution’s Telco grade Binary and ASN.1 adaptor are known for performance and robustness, 
with the capability to meet the scalability and reliability requirements of OSS/BSS applications. Our Network 
element based adaptors supports most of the mediation formats in the market today and specifically the ASN.1 
based decoders and encoders confirms to the latest ASN.1 standard together with a complete set of ASN.1 
encoding rules (BER, DER, PER both aligned and unaligned, XER, CXER). 

iAcuity Telco Solution ASN.1 Decoder 

IAcuity Telco Solution offers high performance adaptors transforms data coming from various types of network 
elements from its traditional native formats that include Binary, ASN.1, ASCII, Radius logs, XML and any other 
custom formats. Though most of the adaptors available from IAcuity Telco Solution’s standard catalogue are off‐
the‐shelf for the formats from industry leading OEMs as displayed below, still due to version mismatch and 
other implementation changes, it is required that these adaptors need to be configurable to   the minor changes 
on the network elements. IAcuity Telco Solution ASN.1 adaptors comes with configurable interface for the 
Tag Values as well as the output format types complete with a configuration manual that enable the Telco’s’ to 
configure one the fly during operations. The enables Telco’s’ to configure and use as per the downstream 
applications that use this data as per their requirement. 

The configuration file provides flexibility to define the Field Positions and 
respective Tag values. 
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The decoding conversion adaptor is a high performance adaptor written in C language and provides a 
configurable tool for format translation. The adaptor can be used in multi instance mode to boost the 
performance by ‘N’ times. 

ASN.1 Adaptor 

iAcuity Telco Solution’s Decoding adaptor is powered by Generic algorithm, which can be engaged to decode 
any file encoded by using standard ASN.1 structure. 

 
It uses configuration file, which is epicenter of the Decoding process. This configuration file acts as Interpreter 
and helps the Decoding algorithm with critical information about Tag values, length, Data type etc. about 
Individual fields marked for decoding. 

 
ASN.1 decoding adaptor can read field information from a Configuration file or appropriate values stored in the 
DB. Hence, same Decoding adaptor can be used to decode files generated by different technologies like Siemens, 
Ericsson, Alcatel etc. As explained earlier, different Configuration files shall support them. 

 
Value of any particular field can either be printed in the Output file OR ignored (if case if field value is generic 
in nature and not that useful for the Business) by control entry marked in Configuration file. 

Output format 

It can support Output file generation of both (a) Fixed position based and (b) 

Delimiter based. Fixed position: 

Examples 
 

• Field‐1 to be printed at 1st position having 20 characters. 
• Field‐2 to be printed at 50th position having 30 characters. 
• Field‐3 to be printed at 100th position having 50 

characters. Delimiter based: Output fields are separated by 

delimiter like “,” “;”:” #” etc. 

Structure of the Configuration file 

• Tag value with dots (.). Example: 1.6.2. 
• Tag values without dots (.). Example: 162 
• Field name: Name of the field as mentioned in the Charging manual. This shall help downstream 

application to determine the 
• Record type: 1 – To print the value in output file OR 0 – Not to print value in the output file. 
• Function to be employed to decode: Generally, this shall contain data type of the corresponding 

variable. Decoder supports all the data type defined in standard ASN.1 data structure. 
• Position: This is nothing but the position where the field in contention should be written in the output 
stream. 
• Length of the field: This indicates number of characters to be used while printing the concerned field 

value in the output file. 
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Network Element Formats 

The following Network Element formats are supported off‐the‐shelf both in ASN.1 and Binary formats. 
 

• Siemens 
• Ericsson 
• Nokia 
• Nortel 
• Huawei 
• ZTE 
• UT Starcom 
• Alcatel 
• Lucent 
• All leading IN and VAS platforms 

 
System Requirements 

iAcuity Telco Solution’s ASN.1 decoder is available on any of the platforms as required. 
 

• Sun Solaris 
• HP‐UX 
• IBM AIX 
• Linux 
• Windows 

 
Standard Conformance 

iAcuity Telco Solution’s decoding adaptors for ASN.1 CDR formats for Telcos’ confirms to the following ITU standards. 
 

X.680: ITU‐T Recommendation X.680 | ISO/IEC 8824‐1 
Information Technology ‐ Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1): Specification of Basic Notation 

 
X.681: ITU‐T Recommendation X.681 | ISO/IEC 8824‐2 
Information Technology ‐ Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1): Information Object Specification 

 
X.682: ITU‐T Recommendation X.682 | ISO/IEC 8824‐3 
Information Technology ‐ Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1): Constraint Specification 

 
X.683: ITU‐T Recommendation X.683 | ISO/IEC 8824‐4 
Information Technology ‐ Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1): Parameterization of ASN.1 Specification. 
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